The Context: A Twentiethcentury Faust
Five days after the fall of the Berlin Wall, I was talking to young East German space scientists who had never heard of Peenemunde. There was vague recognition of the name 'Dr Wernher von Braun', but they knew nothing about him.
Forty-five years of silence and censorship east of the Berlin Wall meant that by October 1990 knowledge of one of the twentiethcentury's most remarkable men had been almost obliterated. For von
Braun not only designed and built the rockets that landed the first men on the Moon; the drive and determination with which he led the missions changed man's perception of himself and added to his language in a way not experienced since Shakespeare wrote his plays and sonnets.
[Women had tried but failed to penetrate either the ranks of the astro- could not bring myself to shake his hand. After that I was surprised to find quite a warm professional friendship developing between us.
'He was like Faust!' My own impression, formed years earlier, that this German rocket engineer had mentally sold his soul to the Devil in exchange for the facilities and the money to fulfil his ambition to build a rocket capable of sending men to the Moon, was finally confirmed in a Dresden cafe during the 1990 International Astronautical the result of a motor accident, and that the injury was so bad that amputation was discussed. When I knew him, however, he did not appear to be handicapped in any way.
Less important members of his entourage, such as Hans Endert, fell into the hands of the Russians, and it was three months before they learned that von Braun had gone over to the US. 'Then, knowing that the Americans knew everything,' Endert told me, 'I had no scruples about helping the Russians, because they offered me a decent salary and food rations which I could get nowhere else.' He was well treated and sent off to an establishment near Leningrad.
'Did you like that?' I asked -provoking him to throw his hands in the air and reply: 'Only an Englishman could ask such a question!'
But, as I suspected, there were compensations for him. Just before that he had fallen in love with a German girl who was bilingual in Russian, so that she went with him and acted as interpreter between the German and Soviet scientists. Three years later they were given one week's notice that with 175 others they were being sent back to East Berlin. There they were given priority housing, and for the rest of Titov into orbit, and NASA was struggling to match those achievements against national indignation about being second in the space race. The US had in fact been concentrating on production of intermediate and long-range military missiles rather than on bigger and more powerful rockets capable of lifting men into low Earth orbit.
And so far as Earth-orbiting satellites and men-in-space were concerned, the effort had also been handicapped by the bitter rivalry between the three Services to claim these glamorous activities. The US Navy, with the most powerful political lobby, won Government and
Congress support for their Vanguard rocket -which, however, kept blowing up during tests. The Air Force, which thought and still thinks that space belongs to them, maintained that their early Atlas rockets would be best; while the US Army, politically the poor relation of the three Services, and despite its corps of German rocket engineers, had its claims repeatedly turned down that it could do the job with the rockets developed from the V2.
Watching from Cape Canaveral the string of failures which accompanied these political struggles, the growing corps of interna- From that day the US Army's von Braun team was unassailable.
Redstone was used to launch Alan Shepard and Gus Grissom on the first two US 'spaceflights', which were actually suborbital up-and- We saw where the corpses of hundreds were incinerated each week. We shivered in the rain where the workers had been paraded for hours, often naked, before and after their 12-hour shifts in the tunnels.
The relevance here of all this is that von Braun, while working at Peenemunde, was a frequent visitor to Dora after production was transferred there, and could not have been ignorant of the sufferings Production, whose idea it had been to transfer V2 production from
Peenemunde to the bomb-proof tunnels, explained how it all came about after his arrest as a war criminal. He was one of the few Nazis to admit publicly to a guilty conscience:
Basically, I exploited the phenomenon of the technician's often blind devotion to his task. Because of what seems to be the moral neutrality of technology, these people were without any scruples about their activities. 
